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women. In the school workshop, where manual work is done,
the girls stand at the bench and lathe, handle the tools just as
the boys do. The boys are now learning sewing and mending
and d.arning just as the girls are. In the factory apprentice-
school the practical work in the workshop, with the exception
of certain engineering processes which are considered to be too
great a strain for girls, takes no account of sex. It is only where
a question of health comes in that sex is taken into account.
In the universities it is not considered that a woman student
requires less to live on than a man. The grants are the same for
both sexes. Neither marriage nor motherhood is a handicap to
the woman student. The university hostels have special quarters
for the married students and there are crfeches and kinder-
gartens for the children that may result from the marriage.
In the schools, girls and boys sit as they please, with due
regard to such handicaps as short sight or hard hearing. I was
interested to note that generally the sexes tended to sit apart.
Physical exercises are taken together even in the universities.
It always causes astonishment when visitors to Soviet schools
ask questions about co-education, and when Soviet teachers
learn that in England it is the exception. The amazement of the
head of the Tatar school in Moscow when I told him that we
have separate training colleges for men and women was comical.
That so highly civilised a country as England should be so back-
ward in this respect was to him simply incomprehensible. My
personal feeling is that this question has been over-simplified
in the U.S.SJl. I will deal with it in greater detail when
discussing sex instruction.
For the teacher, sex equality means equal pay for equal work
and equality of opportunity. All posts are open equally to men
and women. In the suitability for a post, sex is an irrelevant
factor. I have met women in educational positions of great
responsibility and I never came across men who objected to
working under them. The statement made by a teacher at a
meeting of men teachers in England, that one of the reasons
why a man could not work under a womaa head was tiia& lis

